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Clustering
 Find natural groupings in the data

 Similar points in the same cluster 
 Dissimilar points in different clusters
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Feature Weighting/Selection

 Data points have many features
 Distinguish between features which provide 

information about clustering and those which do not

  X vs Y Density of Y Density of X
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Talk Outline
 Introduction to Spectral Clustering

 Clustering data ≡ Graph segmentation
 Using the spectrum to cluster
 Block stochasticity

 Learning Feature Weights
 Clustering quality
 Clustering stability
 Cost function

 Summary
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Spectral Clustering 
 Pairwise clustering technique
 Given pairwise similarities over the data

 View data as graph:
 Each data point is a node
 Edge weights represent similarities between points

 Several different spectral clustering methods which 
optimize slightly different clustering criteria
 Method used here is best understood by using a transition matrix 

that describes a random walk over a data graph
 Cluster data using eigenvectors of this transition matrix
 Assume number of clusters, K, is known
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Random Walk Over Graph

 Volume (Degree) of Node:

 Transition Probability:
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Cluster Transition Probabilities

Thick line ≡ high transition probability
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Clustering Criterion

 Out of cluster transition probabilities

 Woc is equivalent to multi-way normalized cut

 Use eigenvectors of P to find the 
clustering which minimizes Woc
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Minimizing Woc
 Cluster indicator vectors represent minimization

 Computationally Difficult

 Relax binary constraint: allow continuous vectors
 Solution minimizing relaxed problem:

 Eigenvectors corresponding to largest eigenvalues of P

 Eigenvectors solution of relaxed problem 
 Must cluster eigenvectors to obtain optimal clustering

 When the transition matrix satisfies certain 
conditions this algorithm will minimize the Woc
 Block Stocasticity
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Picturing Block Stochastic

Red colors ≡ high probability
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Spectral Clustering Example
 Clustering “Bull’s Eye”

Similarity Matrix

Normalize Similarity Matrix

Calculate Spectrum

Cluster data points 
in Eigenspace
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Similarity Matrix

Pairwise features: Absolute difference 
in vertical and horizontal 
coordinates
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Spectral Clustering

Similarity 
Matrix

Normalize 
Similarity 

Matrix

Cluster data 
points in 

Eigenspace

Calculate 
Eigenvalues 

and 
Eigenvectors
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Talk Outline
 Introduction to Spectral Clustering

 Clustering data ≡ Graph segmentation
 Using the spectrum to cluster
 Block stochasticity

 Learning Feature Weights
 Clustering quality
 Clustering stability
 Cost function

 Summary
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Supervised Feature Weighting
 Reverse of clustering problem

 Know clustering: want to learn similarities such 
that the known clustering minimizes the out of 
cluster transition probabilities

 Learn the features important to clustering
 Use weighted features to create similarities 

 Input into spectral clustering algorithm to get 
“good” clustering

 A “good” clustering is close to the optimal 
clustering which minimizes the Woc
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Notation
 n data points;  K clusters
 F pairwise features measuring dissimilarity

 feature value for pair (i,j)
 θ vector of feature weights; length F
 S is an n by n symmetric similarity matrix

 Example of S
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Spectrum of a Matrix
 Spectrum of a matrix P is the eigenvalues

 Normalize eigenvectors to have norm 1
is the eigenvector of corresponding to
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Clustering Quality
 Have we minimized Woc ? 
 Lower bound

 are the 
eigenvalues of P

 Define
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Clustering Stability
 Is having a small gap enough?

 Short answer: no

 Want clusterings that have good clustering 
quality to be similar to each other
 Clustering Stability
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Clustering Stability Motivation

Assume K = 2
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Stability Theorem Intuition

Define eigengap:
When eigengap is large
 Any two clusterings with small gap   

will be close
 A clustering with small gap will be 

close to the optimal clustering
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Stability Theorem
 Stability Theorem:

 Let C, C′ be two K-way clusterings s.t.

Then

 Corollary:
 Let C* be the K-way clustering which minimizes the Woc

and C a K-way clustering s.t 
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Supervised Learning
 True clustering, C*, known
 Minimize two term cost function w.r.t θ

 Minimize by
 Gradient descent plus line search

gap ≡ clustering quality eigengap ≡
clustering stability
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Computing the Gradient

Must compute
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 Fact: P =D -1S and L = D -½SD -½ have the same 
eigenvectors and L is symmetric

 Theorem:  If L is symmetric and    a simple eigenvalue then  

where v is the eigenvector corresponding to 

Computing the Gradient
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Experiments - Data
 Gaussian data

 4 clusters
 2 meaningful features

 Pairwise feature absolute difference in each coordinate
 Add irrelevant pairwise features
 Learn feature weights

 Wine Data
 3 clusters, 178 data points, 13 features
 Learn feature weights

 Pairwise feature absolute difference of each measurement
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Experiments
 Gaussian data

 Learn weights on training set 
 Apply to test set, calculate CE, gap, eigengap
 15 training and test set pairs

 Report mean and sd

 Wine Data
 Learn weights on training set: 50% of data 
 Apply to test set: remaining 50% of data
 25 training and test set pairs

 Report mean and sd

 Before and After learning results
 “Before learning” ≡ uniform feature weights
 “After learning” ≡ learned feature weights
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Gaussian Data

Noise
Before Learning

CE         gap     ΔK

After Learning
CE       gap      ΔK

1 0.040
(0.008)

1.0e-2

(0.1e-1)
1.6e-1

(5.1e-2)
0.036
(0.008)

6.6e-2

(2.2e-2)
1.8e-1

(7.7e-2)

8 0.35
(0.13)

1.0e-1

(6.0e-2)
3.9e-2

(2.7e-2)
0.033
(0.006)

6.3e-2

(2.1e-2)
2.2e-2

(6.5e-2)

32 0.610
(0.120)

6.3e-2

(3.9e-2)
2.7e-2

(2.2e-2)
0.030
(0.008)

9.8e-2

(1.1e-2)
2.6e-1

(3.1e-2)

mean (sd) of 15 test sets
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Gaussian Learned Weights

Learned feature weights on 
15 training data sets
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Wine Data

Before Learning
CE       gap       ΔK

After Learning
CE       gap       ΔK

0.03
(0.02)

0.11
(0.01)

0.15
(0.05)

0.04
(0.03)

0.12
(0.03)

0.24
(0.07)
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Summary
 Reviewed spectral clustering

 Pairwise clustering that uses eigenvectors of 
normalized similarity matrix

 Supervised feature weighting
 Learn weights for similarity matrix to input into 

spectral clustering algorithm
 Two term cost function:

 Both clustering quality and clustering stability important

 Limitations
 Non-convex cost function
 Computing power - both memory and complexity
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Closing Remarks

 Extension to unsupervised and semi-
supervised feature weighting
 Allow for multiple clusterings 

 Averaging over several target clusterings
 Reduce the number of target clustering as learn

 Penalize semi-supervised learning for 
misclassifying points with known cluster 
membership
 Do this by augmenting the data graph to include 

nodes for the cluster labels
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Thank you

susan.shortreed@cs.mcgill.ca
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Distance Between Clusterings

Measures the amount of overlap 
in clusterings  in relation to the 

cluster sizes.
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Extension to Unsupervised

 Optimize J over both θ and C

 Iterative algorithm
 C-step estimate target clustering using 

current θ
 S-step update θ using current target 

clustering
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Multiple Target Clusterings

 SpC only works when in a neighborhood 
around a block stochastic P

 Initial P not usually block stochastic but 
empirically have found good clusterings
 Allow for multiple target clusterings

 Clustering weights inversely proportional to Woc
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Semi-Supervised Clustering

 Semi-Supervised spectral clustering
 1Constrain the Woc

 Penalize a clustering by    for each point with a known 
cluster label that is misclassified

 Augment data graph to include cluster nodes
 n data nodes; K cluster nodes
 Edge weights between data nodes similarity
 Edge weights between cluster node and data node 

with its known cluster label    , otherwise 0
1 Chun hung Li and Zhi-Li Wu. Spectral energy minimization for semi-
supervised Learning. Technical report, Hong Kong Baptist University, 2003.
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Augmented Graph
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Semi-Supervised Learning

 Use augmented graph,   , to construct 
and 

 Define a new gap and eigengap
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Semi-Supervised Feature Weighting

 Assume know cluster labels for some points
 Csemi known cluster labels

 Want to cluster unlabeled points and find optimal 
feature weights
 Use multiple target clusterings to get an average cost 

function as in the unsupervised case

 Find the Cand θ which minimize
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